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Working Group 3 integrates specific aspects of renewable
energies into participatory toolkits by elaborating a better
understanding of the socio-cultural aspects of RE production in context specific settings throughout Europe.

Objectives

• Better understanding of the socio-cultural  aspects of RE production
• Identification of context specific acceptance problems of RE-projects in
Europe
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• Reveal innovative practices of and tools for improving the local support of
RE projects
• Disclose region-specific cultures and constraints of involving the public in
planning
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• Create a participatory toolkit by integrating specific aspects of renewable
energy
• Elaborate a participatory tool based on Public Participation GIS (PPGIS) to
identify the best site for wind farms (in the framework of a project financed
by COST Switzerland)
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Figure 3: Members of WG 3 during the fall meeting 2015 in Dresden, Germany (photo: Michael Roth)

Methods

• Review of international and national literature on socio-cultural aspects of
RE planning
• Inventorisation and analysis of best practices of public participation
• Surveys and group discussions with national experts
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Results

• Five main types of acceptance problems were identified:
––Adverse effects on place image
––Loss of landscape authenticity
––Lack of local integration
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––Poor social justice
––Impact on environmental quality
• These problems are not sufficiently addressed
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• Lack of tools stimulating the bottom-up elaboration of local energy visions
• Toolkit for participatory planning of RE-projects defining a recommended
context-specific best practice procedure and suggesting problem-specific tools and measures.
• Public participation GIS tool for identifying best sites for wind farms
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Figure 4: Table of case studies

Context condition:
- Political culture
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Figure 1: Scheme for the toolbox developed by WG 3
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Figure 2: Public hearing to discuss wind planning proposal in Wicklow Uplands, Ireland (photo: Michael Roth)

Figure 5: Map of case studies
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